
SICB DNB Business Meeting Minutes 

Sunday, January 5 – Austin, TX  

Transcribed by Christine Bedore, DNB Student/Postdoc Representative (substitute for Lisa Mangiamele, 

DNB Secretary, who was not in attendance) 

 

1. Michelle Elekonich, National Science Foundation update 

a. Budget: not finalized, and no one knows much.  Operating on 90% of 2015 budget, 

which is 8% lower than the previous year due to the sequester 

b. SICB symposia funding is very competitive. Consider the workshop format instead. See 

the link on the NSF webpage (front page) for symposia/workshops. Submit at least 6 

months before symposium. 

c. REU:  Need to be incorporated into grant proposals as a supplement (no indirect!) 

d. Dear Colleague letter last year:  Mid-Career Investigator Award, NSF is still interested in 

this. Eligibility: post-tenure, someone who needs new tools (e.g., adding molecular tools 

to lab to broaden interests) 

e. Broadening Participation: attend the Social tomorrow at 8pm. Attend workshop for 

updates on the pre-proposal process. 

f. Pre-proposals: DEB solicitations and IOS solicitations are different. Check the forms – 

the rules are not the same. For example, IOS: no bypass rule for pre-proposals 

g. Career proposal: can submit pre-proposal for feedback. 

h. New cores:  An initiative through BIO directorate.  Genotype to Phenotype. Check the 

solicitation. 

i. NSF is encouraging comparative studies 

2. Executive Committee Update 

a. Membership increasing 

b. Integrative and Comparative Biology impact factor is rising 

i. Looking for new ICB editor 

c. 2nd largest meeting: 1585 abstracts 

d. Future meetings: 2015 West Palm Beach, 2016 Portland, OR 

e. Submit symposia proposals ASAP, but deadline is August 

3. Jim Belanger, Chair of DNB 

a. Need to form nominating committee to elect new chair. Need nominations by March. 

Term increasing to 3 years for all officers. 

b. Still need judges for BSP competition 

c. Student Presentations 

i. Special session for BSP competition? Members not in favor of screening 

abstracts, and do not like the idea of unrelated topics forced together in one 

session.  



ii. Also in favor of making decisions on awards during meeting. If we switched to 

student-only session, it would require DNB to schedule student talks. 

iii. Are we overemphasizing the BSP?? 

iv. Students don’t usually go to the meeting, so we will need a special 

announcement for student-only session. 

d. DNB membership has increased by 28% over past 3 yrs. 

e. Grand Challenges Symposium: no DNB representation. We need to encourage more 

neurobiologists to participate! We need a much better presence.  Considering review 

article for journal: how neuro is meeting the grand challenges . 

i. Current emphasis: genotype to phenotype, and environmental considerations, 

so neuro might get left behind. 

ii. More ways to increase DNB’s visibility? Connect with people at Society for 

Neuroscience annual meeting.  

iii. Don’t let NIH have all the neuroscientists! NIH is all applied research. NSF neuro 

representation is lacking. 

f. Is there interest in a neuro teaching workshop? 

i. Wes at ADI may be able to donate tools 

ii. Might draw in more exhibitors 

iii. NSF STEM funds? 

g. DNB-DAB Social 

i. Receive $800/division for social, so combined with DAB to increase money 

available and participation. 

ii. Should we introduce BSP presenters? Would help students to network with 

faculty, perhaps encourage student attendance at the social. 

iii. Do members approve an extra $200/yr for the social? Yes.  DAB will also 

contribute extra. 

iv. Question: Does the chair or program officer make decisions about the social? 

Jim OK’s P.O. to spend money. Budget will be reviewed. 

v. Could money also be used to supplement student awards? 

 


